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What is the probable origin of the materials in the regolith we sample during a highland traverse? 
Photogeologic interpretation, which reveals late large events, will surely be the main basis for selecting a site and 
planning its traverse. Suppose our interest is in the origml igneous materials produced directly beneath the 
location of our traverse. What fraction of the regolith consists of materials indigenous to that site and what 
fraction consists of basin ejecta? We have developed a spreadsheet based on cratering theory to estimate 
systematically the proportions of basin ejecta at arbitrarily chosen, typical highland sites (more or less, the 
statistically most common locations expected at a given location). Applying it to the Apollo 16 region, we find that 
most of the material in the regolith is of local origin (or Procellarum- + local material if there is a Procellarum 
basin). The proportion of melt from Unnamed B (if primary) exceeds that of Nectaris material if the radius of the 
Nectaris transient crater was -200 km. Even at 300 km rad., the proportion of Nectaris material is <30%. 

A major feature of the Moon is the earliest igneous crust that formed as the interior differentiated and cooled; 
what was that crust like? What further igneous processes modified that crust through re-working of its materials 
and later additions? These questions, easily approached by theory, are hard to approach by observation. On Earth, 
we would undertake geologic traverses, prefening to observe changes in igneous outcrops, and sampling along the 
route or, under sediment blankets, by drilling. Traverses are essential to map the Moon's geology; there, we will 
sample and analyze regolith. But how are formerly igneous crustal materials distributed and changed, now that the 
accessible highlands consist of regolith and mega-regolith? If we explore and sample a patch of highland surface, 
where did the materials making up the bulk of the soils and breccias originate? What hction of the accessible 
regolith consists of materials deposited from individual basin-forming and other large impacts, and what fraction is 
reworked material of local igneous origin? 

Whereas sites will be chosen for special, photogeologically observable features, we must also concern 
ourselves with typical regions. Here, we apply results of cratering studies in a systematic way to estimate 
proportions of basin ejecta in typical highland regolith as a function of location on the lunar surface. We use for 
illustration a traverse area of 100 x 100 km (Square of Interest, SOI) in the vicinity of the Apollo 16 site, 1600 km 
from the center of the Imbrium basin and 610 km from the center of Nectaris, and estimate the proportions of 
Imbriurn and Nectaris materials that fell there and the depths to which they became mixed with preexisting 
regolith as a result of the Imbrium event alone. Our intent is to produce a readily progmmed, convenient tool to 
provide background information for traverse planning. 

We begin with the average mass of primary ejecta fragments (PRIFRAG) falling onto a statistically typical 
SO1 in the vicinity of the Apollo 16 site [derived from 11, a distribution of PRIFRAG sizes that matches that of the 
entire primary event [from 21. We distribute the mass reaching the average SO1 into PRIFRAGs meeting those 
constraints (Fig. 1). We assumed 335 km for the diameter of the Imbrium transient crater [I] and 200 km for the 
smaller proposed Nectaris transient crater [l] and 300 for the larger [I]. We used a depth-to diameter ratio of 15. 
Initial results are for ejection angles of 45O with a launch point halfway between the center and edge of the 
transient crater. Despite the greater size of the Imbrium basin, the number of P-Gs from Nectaris [Fig. 21 is 
greater than that from Imbrium because Nectaris is closer to the site. A larger Nectaris crater ejects more material, 
increasing the intensity of the bombardment of the site. The bulk of the PRIFRAGs' mass is contained in the 
relatively few, larger PRIFRAGs. The largest possible PRIFRAGs hit few possible SOIs. The average mass of the 
largest Imbrium PRIFRAGS to hit a typical square contains -70% of the total PRIFRAG mass; this average 
PRIFRAG craters -3% of the SOI. The largest 100 Imbriurn PRIFRAGs contain -91% of the total PRIFRAG 
mass and crater 4 5 %  of the SOI. Corresponhng values for Nectaris small are 60% 5% 85% and 25% and for 
Nectaris large are 35% 10% 80%, and 65%. As the distance between the SO1 site and the rim of the basin's 
transient crater increases, the effects of the largest PRIFRAGs are relatively greater and more localized. As the 
quantity of material reaching the SO1 increases, the mixing depth increases and the proportion of basin ejecta 
across the SO1 varies less. Locations of the largest event(s) in any SO1 should be photogeologically observable. 
We designate such regions as atypical and note that they contain most of the PRIFRAG mass. Atypical does not 
imply uninteresting; such areas might be chosen for a traverse because of photogeologically observable secondary 
craters. 
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In our-preliminary analysis, we ignore effects such as preexisting topography. There will be a distribution of 
mixing depths pig. 31, but over most of the SOI, the depth will be much less than that where the largest 
PRIFRAGs struck. To obtain the proportions of primary material, we used the following approximation: We 
presume that mixing at any location occurs to the depth cratered by the largest PRJFRAG to strike that location; all 
overlapping events are thus smaller. We mix the mass of excavated substrate with those of 1) the PRJFRAG, and 
2) the average mass of infalling PRJFRAGs of each smaller size that would fall on the same area. (In this 
approximation, we ignore the difference between the area actually cavered by ejecta and the transient crater cavity.) 
The resulting distributions of depths of excavation and of fractions of Imbrium material in surface regolith as a 
function of surface area are shown in Fig. 4. 

Each traverse site is likely to be chosen for its atypical features. These features, however, are likely to be 
atypical only with respect to one basin. Estimates of the type just made will be appropriate in considering the 
proportions of materials fiom other basins and local sources, even if they do not apply to the 'basin of immediate 
inter=' whose ejecta make the site an atypical one. Little regolith is typical, in the sense that we could fhd  it. 
Typical regolith is nevertheless far more probable than any specific situation. Our preliminaxy results show that 
typical regolith (-80% of a typical SOI) in the vicinity of Apollo 16 would contain <lOO? Imbrium material, less 
than the 13 - 18% estimated by [3] and <15% Nectaris material (small) or <30% (large). 

Systematic analysis of a typical SO1 located at the Apollo 16 site shows that material of local origin 
dominates the &ce regolith after every basin event. Unnamed B [4] (if primary) should have a melt sheet -30 m 
thick [5]. Melt rock from Unnamed B makes up -15% of the post-Nectarian regolith and is at least as abundant as 
total Nectaris material (12%) for Nectaris small. Pre-Unnamed B substrate (63%) predominates over total Nectaris 
material (<30%) for Nectaris large. Unnamed A would have penetrated to local igneous rock in the absence of a 
major Procellam basin but only into upper Procellam strata otherwise. 
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Figure Captions: 1. Relationship between masses of PFUFRAGs in a given size range and total primary 
fragment mass. 2. The number of PRIFRAGs of each size range and the proportion of the SO1 area they strike. IS 
is Imbrium, NS is Nectaris Small, NL is Nectaris Large. 3. Approximate depth of mixing as a function of the total 
fraction of the SO1 cratered. 4. Proportion of primary ejecta material in the surface regolith as a function of the 
fraction of the SO1 cratered. 
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